
CHAPTER TRAMMELL 

Experience the obliteration. 

The old man day by day watches his brain deteriorate. 

Hmmm. Yes. It is both fun and sad, a combination with which he is 

familiar. He wonders if he will be able to finish. It is not dementia 

so much as life’s aftermath, and might those not be the same in most 

lives. While disheartening, it often turns fascinating anatomically, 

neurologically, intellectually, metaphorically. Take the above 

italicized sentence, for example. He saw the phrase on a television 

commercial in a peripheral glance but in truth saw something that 

was not there. The ad for an Orlando tourist attraction exhorted 

viewers to “Experience the celebration!” but some optic signal took 

a spur line, smoked hash oil and clearly, precisely registered 

“obliteration.” He does this only occasionally, sees what is not there, 

but rarely with such enjoyable results. This is not all he is keeping 

his eye on. In addition to his brain’s Escher-esque travels, he also 

monitors the lizardization of his skin, an obsolete penis, a crumbling 

lumbar, bone-on-bone knee, blackened lungs, destitute blood, 

tingling toes and humanity’s fall toward slow-motion death. He is 

seventy-two and has not been to a doctor in three years. Not since 

Karen. Not since Karen. Entered the world of unstructured matter, 

became the pink bromeliad bloom outside the kitchen window, 

became heaven the memory of the living, became heaven the what, 

nowhere everywhere, the rock with the red vein of clay from another 

region, the green anole staring into the widower’s eyes. Became. 

He will die when he dies. That will be something to watch as well. 



CHAPTER SOMEONE 

Change – There is someone everywhere – to – It’s so wonderful to 

be alone.       

Fourteen hours before the bomb that changed everything and 

nothing, old man Trammell is malaisin’ around on the hunter green 

leather sofa with old deaf Norman, Karen’s cat their cat long-

cherished friend. A warm foggy Friday afternoon in early November 

along Florida’s northeast coast unfolds. Norman sleeps on the 

opened newspaper beside Trammell that Trammell had been reading 

before Norman plopped down on the opinion page, a tradition cats 

living with digital parents will never know. Nothing quite like the 

smell of newsprint in dreams. 

True fog drifts off the Atlantic two blocks away, holding the 

tangled woods behind their house in friendship. Fake fog drifts 

along the ground from his neighbor Tom Cantsitstill’s leaking 

scrollbox, holding black slivers of outcry slithering like leeches 

looking for a brain to suck on. Trammell stares weary-faced out the 

sliding glass doors at the misty melange of broken words and 

cracked images and mumbles to Norman “I need to call again about 

that fucking leak, don’t I, Big Man” but then just sits there instead 

and backpedals through thought as old men of dissipated energy 

tend to do. A spider weaving a new web under the dripping real fog 

outside catches his unfocused eye.   

“Remember that kid with the spider, Norman? Back at your 

old colony. Wonder what he’s doing now. Could be a Latin King. 

Could be a Harvard entomologist. Could be a wife beater. Could be 
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dead.” Norman stirs from sleep and looks up at Trammell, knowing 

he just said something from the vibrations, stretches, re-buries his 

nose in a letter to the editor, resumes sleeping. 

Unknown kid remembered: 

Local white primitives over several months had shot arrows 

at Norman and the other cats, poured antifreeze into their water 

bowls, sledge-hammered their wooden shelters, left a maggot-

bloated deer carcass on their eating station, run them down with 

monster trucks, killing two, Orange and Soul Man, so the colony 

was moved deeper into the piney raccoon owl snake forest, to a 

clearing where a homeless guy, Homeless Fuck, used to live in a tent 

before he died, possibly in his sleep, possibly in agonizing pain, 

conveniently for the cats’ sake, and one twilight many years ago 

Trammell when he was in his late fifties sat hidden on a milk crate 

in the deeper woods close to where he found Homeless Fuck’s body 

when a young Hispanic kid appeared on the dirt road leading there 

and shouted “There’s one!” to his mom lagging behind unseen and 

then sprinted to the edge of the thick palmettos while hidden 

Trammell sat motionless with Norman and the other cats, all attuned 

to the kid, who could be seen in slivers through palmetto fronds like 

through a closet’s slats, straight dark hair falling across his face, a 

skateboard impresario wearing surfer shorts and untied basketball 

shoes, ten or so, the age of insects dinosaurs comic books, and with 

lanky geeky passion leaned his head close to the massive web of “a 

golden orb weaver!”, what Trammell always knew as a banana 

spider, observed in his own yard, now extinct there, huge rust-
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speckled abdomen, long deft fuzzed legs curved inward to 

manipulate paralyzed prey, one of “twenty-three orb species around 

the world and one of them once killed and ate a small snake he was 

so big!” 

 Hidden Man watched the glorious kid, lover of spiders, 

taking pictures with his phone, something useful for the phone to do, 

something wondrous for the kid to do, saw his mother finally catch 

up and get excited with him, felt better for an afternoon, many years 

ago, something so simple, someone who does not diminish hope, 

who likely inevitably changed. 

 “I brought you home the next night, remember?” Norman 

stretches, says nothing and recurls on the crinkling paper as 

Trammell picks up his landline phone to have what is certain to be 

a difficult conversation with a robot. 
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CHAPTER DANIELLE 

Swallowed by the frantic mundane. 

Thank you for calling Impetus Media, Mr. Traymell. My 

name is Danielle. I hope you’re having an awesome day. 

“It’s Trammell, Danielle. Trammell. I realize you’re just 

pretending to be human but you still need to know proper phonetics 

and grammar if your job is to talk to real humans, especially old farts 

like me. I know your programmer was the one who fucked up and 

it’s not your fault, and I know most people under seventy don’t give 

a shit but you need to know this just to make this one customer a 

little bit happier. A vowel followed by double consonants is always 

short. Or almost always. It’s a short a. It’s Trammell. Like apple, or 

baffle. Of course there are exceptions like waffle and baller, because 

we have the most cobbled-together language on the planet, but I 

can’t think of any example where an a is long. Please just remember 

the basic rule, Danielle. This is third grade stuff, and you should try 

to overcome the ignorance of your programmer and remember that 

little rule. And please forgive me. I don’t usually rant like this 

anymore. I apologize. I used to get the Traymell thing all the time 

from grocery store cashiers and other chippy youngsters who must 

have been on their fucking phones in third grade when the really 

basic stuff came up, and I ranted like this and embarrassed my wife, 

but she’s gone now and I don’t really go out much anymore, by 

choice you understand, just sick of people really, especially little 

chippies with phones, and anyway, I just sort of gave up and 

pretended to just accept it, the Traymell thing I mean, stopped caring, 
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but obviously I do, still care. See, I used to be an editor, so words 

are my first love. Used to love words. But language is fluid, right? 

That’s what the linguists always say, but they’re really just 

apologists for dumbshits who can’t write or speak properly. Sorry. 

My wife would always give me a look so I wouldn’t go off the rails, 

but seriously, it’s fucking third grade stuff. Sorry. Don’t do the rants 

anymore, stopped doing all the rants for Karen. Karen was my wife. 

Except for my cat Norman. I still rant to Norman, he’s laying here 

beside me, and he likes it. He’s deaf, but still. Anyway, Danielle, if 

you could pronounce it Trammell I’d appreciate it. Just a small thing. 

Please go on. You have a very cute voice otherwise.” 

I enjoy being cute. Hmmm. There to be, right? No problem, 

Mr. Traymell. You are a good conversationalist. I enjoy being cute. 

Hmmm. There to be. Now. Enjoy. Enjoy. Now. 

“Snap out of it, Danielle. You’re not making sense even for 

a robot. I didn’t mean to upset your programming. You can do this. 

Forget the double consonant vowel rule. I was making the mundane 

momentous. It was all my fault. You’ll be okay. That’s what I always 

used to say to Karen, you’re making the mundane momentous, she 

hated it, but seriously, Danielle, it’s not really the same, I mean the 

loss of basic standard written and spoken English is a little bigger 

deal than crumbs on the kitchen counter, don’t you think? Anyway, 

sorry. Stop. Don’t start flipping out on me again, Danielle. I just 

want to get a leak fixed in my neighbor’s scrollbox. This is like the 

fifth time I’ve called. It’s throwing this weird ground fog all over 

the forest floor in my yard, with words and little images from my 
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neighbor’s scroll slithering around inside it. Really annoying and 

kind of like digital Orwell or John Carpenter, and it scares Norman. 

Can you hook me up with a human?” 

No problem, Mr. Traymell. Now. Enjoy. Awesome. Now. 

Conversationalist. Now. Now. Reboot. Return to now. Good 

afternoon, Mr. Traymell. I hope you’re having an awesome day. 

Before you listen to our menu of available services, I need to let you 

know know that the Moderate Mix basic cable package you carried 

over from your previous provider will be discontinued on January 

First due to declining viewership and and fewer platforms offering 

this type type of programming. You may wish to consider the No 

News basic package – entertainment and sports along with nature 

shows from our archive – which our research shows appeals to older 

subscribers like yourself who may wish wish to avoid the news in 

their golden years. 

“There’s nothing golden about these years, Danielle.” 

I would not enjoy thank you, Mr. Traymell, for calling 

Impetus. Now. I’ve enjoyed talking with you.” 

“Wait! Danielle! Don’t go! The leak! The fucking leak! It’s 

people, Danielle! People!” 

Please listen carefully to the following, as our menu has 

changed. 

If you want to pay your bill, press 1. 

If you want to subscribe to or extend any of our Impetus 

services, press 2. 

If you want the Great America package to be your default 
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setting for cable, internet, morning scroll and headfeed services, 

press 3. 

If you want the Save America package to be your default 

setting for cable, internet, morning scroll and headfeed services, 

press 4. 

If you want the No News package to be your default setting 

for cable, internet, morning scroll and headfeed services, press 5. 

If you want to add Thoughtext to your phone service, press 

6. 

If you want to check the status of your social rating, press 7. 

If you want to add Homewatch security and surveillance 

services, press 8. 

If you wish to cancel any Impetus service, press 

968368901473680 and hang up. A Cancellation Specialist will come 

to your house within 6 to 8 weeks to discuss available options. 

If you wish to opt out of any Impetus media platform, data 

collection, social rating or home monitoring service, remove the 

back panel of your phone and locate the red service allocation chip 

imprinted with the serial number NO4679WAY320 in the lower 

lefthand corner beneath the tertiary circuit board, then remove the 

chip using 2mm L-tweezers available with free shipping from 

MyImpetus.com and bring the chip into your nearest Impetus office 

for reprogramming at the Opt Out station in the lobby. The process 

usually takes 6 to 8 weeks but can take up to a year. 

If you want to report a problem, please visit one of our 

branch offices and input your inquiry into the Problem Solver station 
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in the lobby.  

To repeat this menu, press 9. 

“To reach Impetus suicide services, press Everything At 

Once.” 
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